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T
he exciting emergence in Carcanet’s New Poetries V of William Letford, a poet writing in both
English and Scots, is an opportunity to re-examine the energies and tensions many Scottish
writers experience between their literary languages.

Not simply independent of English, literary Scots begins in a specific local dialect like
Glaswegian, extends back toward the ‘Inglis’ of the late medieval makars, and forward through
conventional English to the diversities of world Englishes as spoken, written, sung and broadcast in
the US, India, Africa and Australia.

Our privileged position as the first ‘other’ to English’s norm, plus our extensive literature,
means that Scottish writers’ decisions about which Englishes we use can be as complex as our
decisions, both inside and outside Scotland, as to how we speak.

Nicholas Lezard’s enthusiastic review of Letford’s work in The Guardian, though not
primarily focused on his use of Scots, is engaged by his linguistic vigour in a way that opens this
area for discussion. He praises the use of playful Morganic layout in ‘Moths’, professing himself
delighted that “its first proper line [consists of] the words ‘fucking moths’.”

He then quotes from the poem which makes the most interesting use of Scots, ‘It’s aboot the
labour’, adding in parenthesis: “(Letford... has a real job – as a roofer – and his poem about getting
up to work in winter when it’s still dark should make poncey southern metropolitan softies like
me a little bit ashamed of themselves.)”

Lezard’s generosity is to be welcomed. But his response suggests there are two ways of looking
at this issue. On the one hand, Letford conveys a sense across these poems of the deep consonance
between language and action, of what it is like to be engaged in craft – to be positioned in the
world most forcefully through the act of making – and he creates a dynamic interrelation between
the making of the poem and the act of labour it describes, making one event of two activities.

The other is the suggestion (suspicion, fear...) that Scots is thrilling and, somehow, more ‘real’,
because it is definable as working class. In this case, any further engagement with either craft or
Scottishness may prove surplus to requirements. But of course the point about these poems is
precisely that Letford moves between his languages, thereby suggesting that facticity isn’t simply a
matter of saying “fuck”.

There is a further layer of referencing here. These two men, wielding hammers and nails in an
elevated position and discussing culture in phonetic Glaswegian, clearly recall Tom Leonard’s ‘The
Good Thief ’ in which Catholic /Protestant bigotry is replayed upon the cross, as the eponymous
speaker addresses Christ: “heh jimmy / ma right insane yirra pape / ma right insane yirwanny us
jimmy / see it nyir eyes / wanny us”. (Note that wicked homophone ‘insane’ for ‘in saying’.)
Letford’s poem turns on a similar moment of questioning:

heh Casey did ah tell ye a goat 
a couple a poems published 
widizthatmean 
widayyemean 
dizthatmeanyegetanymoneyfurrit

eh   naw 
aw   right
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Of the two crafts on display here, only one is remunerative, and Casey’s question conflates
two supposedly distinct economies: paid physical labour and the purportedly unassayable labour
of the mind – both are revealed as modes of exploitation.

Leonard’s use of Glaswegian was part of a broader critique of our assumptions about people
based on their speech, and his writing also scrutinises the registers of politicians, religious figures
and academics. As he says in his introduction to the anthology Radical Renfrew, “To understand
Literature is to understand a code, and the teacher is the person trained to possess the code that
Literature is in”.

Moreover, it was a reaction to the hieratic Scots vocabulary and metrics of a preceding
generation as exemplified by Hugh MacDiarmid, whose Scots might contemplate ‘The
Innumerable Christ’ or address a ‘Hymn to Lenin’, but who approached the working class through
sermons and lectures (“Look, Wullie, here is [Lenin’s] secret noo / In a way I can share it wi’ you”).

There is a further layer of irony to Leonard’s work, hinted at in the “impossible” exam
questions of the later ‘Four Conceptual Poems’: just as literature is a code, so too his use of
Glaswegian is an encoding gesture, only opened for some through acts of cultural interpretation
such as those of academics and reviewers. This points to the directedness of Scots, the way in which
it appears to be for Scots firstly, and only open to “southern metropolitan softies” (and others) as
an act of over-hearing.

Of course lyric poetry itself, its ‘I’ addressing an intimate ‘you’, is already a kind of overhearing
for the reader, but there is a danger that in this game of British whispers the plurality of the
Scottish linguistic sensibility gets overlooked in favour of shorter, sharper impacts. We smile when
Lezard writes of another of Letford’s poems that it’s “the most thoughtful poem about getting
head-butted that I have ever read” – but we also wince.

I’m reminded here of the work of Alison Kermack (now Flett), published in the first edition
of Donny O’Rourke’s influential anthology, Dream State, in 1994. What O’Rourke called her
“scathing urban Scots” was certainly one of the spikier examples of Leonard’s influence. However,
O’Rourke omitted her from the second edition, saying sadly, “she hasn’t been writing”. In her 2004
book Whit Lassyz Ur Inty, we discovered she had indeed been writing – only in a gentler mode,
reminiscent of Ian Hamilton Finlay:

an we stood taygither

at the endy thi peer

lookn outwards

trine tay mind oan

thi namesy thi boats

cum hame boy gordon

we called oot

cum hame girl mina

john L...

Perhaps to limit Scots to literary head-butts is to direct it into a prematurely dead end. It’s still
too early to assess the full potential of William Letford’s work, but it’s possible to conjecture on the
evidence of New Poetries V that another intriguing restatement of the possibilities of Scots, and of
the subtler relationships between that language and English, may be underway.

W.N. Herbert co-edited Jade Ladder: an anthology of contemporary Chinese poetry (Bloodaxe, 2012) with Yang Lian. His
next collection, Omnesia, will appear in 2013.
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